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In midst of woods, Where all sweet birds do sing,

Where all sweet birds do sing, Where all sweet birds do sing,

Where all sweet birds do sing, Where all sweet birds do sing,

Where all sweet birds do sing, Where all sweet birds do sing,

Thought I heard, I heard so rare a sound, me-thought I heard, I heard so rare a

Thought I heard, I heard so rare a sound, me-thought I heard, I heard so rare a

Thought I heard, I heard so rare a sound, me-thought I heard, I heard so rare a

Thought I heard, I heard so rare a sound, me-thought I heard, I heard so rare a
sound, Which made the heavens to ring, the heavens to ring,
sound, Which made the heavens to ring, which made the heavens to
sound, Which made the heavens to ring, which made the heavens to

which made the heavens to ring. The charm was good,
made the heavens to ring, the heavens to ring. The charm
made the heavens to ring, which made the heavens to ring. The charm was
heavens to ring, which made the heavens to ring. The charm was

the charm was good, the charm was good, the noise full
charm was good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full
charm was good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full

good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full
good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full

good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full

good, was good, the charm was good, the noise full
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